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WAYS OF SAMURAI: 
Heroism Shown by f apanese Sailors & Soldiers 
Truce Violation Cause of 
Fighting 
The Japan Advertiser, Aug. 22, 1937. 
The murder in Shanghai of Sub-
Lieutenant Isao Oyama and the l~lue­
jackets accompanying him was a 
subsidiary cause but not the main 
cause of the present fighting in 
Shanghai, according to opinion pre-
vailing in official quarters. The main 
cause was Chinese violation of the 
Shanghai truce agreement, prohibit-
ing unauthorized troop entrance into 
a 20-kilometer area surrounding the 
city, which act Chinese allegedly 
took after groundlessly anticipa:ting 
trouble. 
Japanese naval re-enforcements to 
Shanghai, it is intimated officially, 
were dispatched actually before the 
murders were committed. The con-
centration of Japanese merchant 
ships in Shanghai after their pres-
ence was no longer needed in the 
upper Yangtze may have been a 
cause for Chinese violation of the 
agreement, it is contended in official 
quarters, from which has emanated 
the following opinion. 
" There seems to be a belief that 
the landing of Japanese marines and 
the arrival of warships in Shanghai 
was due to the killing of Sub-Lieu-
tenant Oyama and his companion on 
August 9. This, however, is not the 
case. Although the murder of the 
two sailors certainly was a serious 
event and aroused the indignation 
of their comrades, the fundamental 
cause of the present situation is 
the violent anti-Japanese agitation 
which was being conducted by cer-
tain elements in China and which 
imperiled the very existence and the 
property of our nationals. 
"The tension in Shanghai follow-
ing the events in North China, the 
necessity of affording adequate pro-
tection to our 30,000 residents in t he 
face of the greatly increased num-
bers of Chinese troops moved into 
the Shanghai area under the names 
of Peace Preservation Corps and 
gendarmes, the military works that 
were erected there by the Chinese in 
violation of the truce agreement of 
1932 and the information we had of 
hostile preparations had caused the 
decision to be t aken of re-enforcing 
our marine force in Shanghai. Their 
arrival had no connection with the 
murder of Sub-Lieutenant Oyama: 
this event, however, showed that our 
fears were well-founded and that the 
arrival of the bluejackets was time-
ly. The genera l situation also had 
warranted the increase of our naval 
units. 
"The ships which had been on the 
upper Yangtze but whose presence 
there was no longer needed, -on ac-
count of the evacuation of all our 
residents of the interior, rallied to 
Shanghai. 
" It may be possible that the Chi-
nese mistook the arrival of our re-
enforcements and ships as a move to 
enforce new demands and that they 
were rushed into t aking aggressive 
action. In fact, their declared at-
titude toward Japan and their very 
preparations led them to take the 
offensive- so they brought up the 
Nanking divisions to Shanghai, a 
clear violation of the truce agree-
ment, which specified that Chinese 
troops were not to come into an area 
of 20 kilometers around Shanghai. 
This brought about the present 
fighting. 
"The Chinese have been claiming, 
as an excuse for the intrusion of their 
troops in the Shanghai area, tha t the 
tr uce agreement was only temporary 
and that it had lost its binding_ effect. 
Apart from the fact t ha t they them-
selves invoke it against the Japanese 
- which shows that they still rec-
ognize it to be valid- agreements of 
detail have been subsequently made 
on the basis of the truce agreement, 
in particular, the notes exchanged, 
in 1934, by the Chinese and Japanese 
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authorities, by which it was specified 
that the Chinese would notify in ad-
vance the joint commission of any 
movement of Chinese troops cross-
ing the area. This practice had been 
followed since then, though the Chi-
nese on several occasions tried to 
evade it." 
Doomed Japanese Pilot Waves 
to Fellow Fliers As Plane 
Falls to Earth 
The Japan Advertiser, Aug. 21. 
With his plane on fire, the engine disabl· 
ed and death staring him in the face, Sub· 
Lieutenant Koji Umebayashi, pilot of one 
of the navy planes that bombed Nank· 
ing on Thursday, waved farewell to his 
fellow-pilots as his craft plunged to earth 
near the Chinese capital, the Navy Ministry 
press section announced yesterday. The 
flier circled over the city six times with the 
bombing squadron, but was brought down 
by the fire of the Chinese on the ground. 
He was a graduate of the Kobe Higher 
Merchant Marine School, the Asahi says. 
Japanese Air Fighters 
Carry No Parachute 
The Japan Advertiser, Aug. 22. 
J apanese naval fliers assigned to combat 
Chinese planes and bomb enemy bases do 
not carry a parachute but take off armed 
only with a revolver and a Y amato sword. 
In case of a forced landing, they are in· 
structed first to destroy their machine and 
papers, then . to use their weapons to fight 
against Chinese, or if inevitable to commit 
suicide, with the gun if there is no time for 
honorable harakir i. 
A thir d-class warrant officer who attack· 
ed a Chinese position on August 14 sub· 
sequently fought with Chinese planes and, 
during the battle, one of his motors and his 
r adio set were hit and put out of commis· 
sion. H e shot down t wo Chinese planes, 
however, and succeeded in r eturning to his 
base with one motor through a gale. ·When 
he landed, 70 bullet marks were counted 
on the ship. 
"We have destroyed vir tually every im· 
portant ene my base,'' the commander of an 
undisclosed attacking force told Domei in 
an authorized interview at the air base 
yesterday. The difference between the pres· 
ent fighting and the fighting in the previous 
Shanghai incident, he ,remarked, is that this 
t ime the Chinese have proved themselves 
capable of considerable courage. Some· 
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times they have even demonstrated that 
their performance is "nothing short of 
splendid," he said. 
Pilot Resorts to Crash 
The Japan Advertiser, Aug. 22. 
Domei 
Shanghai, August 22.-The Kaneko squa· 
dron, patrolling this afternoon over P aoshan, 
just above the i\1 oosung forts on the Y angtze 
.River, encountered a squadron of Chinese 
planes, of which it shot down five, forced 
d0 wn two and drove off the remaining two, 
the office of the J apanese resident naval 
officers announced this evening. The J ap· 
anese planes suffered no losses. 
A single plane from a Japanese warship, 
piloted by First-Class Flight Warrant Officer 
Shimmino and Third-Class Flight Warrant 
Officer Y ana, came across three Chinese 
planes in formation over the city this morn-
ing. After one of the enemy craft had been 
shot down, the Japanese plane swept on an-
other. All of its a mmunition had been used 
up, however, and the Japanese decided to 
bring down the Chinese plane by colliding 
with it. The propeller of the plane was hit 
by the float of the Japanese plane, with the 
result tha t it crashed. 
vVith its floa t gone, the Japanese plane 
made a forced landing on the i\lhangpoo, 
where a warship picked up the two officers. 
Chinese Refugees Are Fed 
Japanese Claimed to Be Sharing Scanty 
Supplies With Sufferers 
The Japan Advertiser, Aug. 25, 
Domei 
Shanghai, August 23.-Chinese residents 
of Y angtzepoo, who have been driven out 
by fire and warfare and are now seeking 
shelter in the central district of the Inter-
national Settlement, are reportedly suffer· 
ing from lack of food. Some who have 
collapsed from hunger and exhaustion are 
being taken care of by J apanese who have 
few possess ions and little food of the ir own. 
All are bitter against the troops and plain 
clothes men who have invaded the settle-
ment and started fires in Y angtzepoo. The 
blazes which started five days ago are still 
raging. 
* * 
NANGA PARBAT 
* * Before the Last Avalanche 
We publish below extracts from a dispatch from the ill-fated expedition to 
Nanga Parbat, written four days before the avalanche which overwhelmed and 
killed six Sherpa porters and seven German mountaineers, the writer of the 
dispatch among them. An earlier attempt by the expedition to climb Nanga 
Parbat was made in May and was defeated by storms and snowfalls which com-
pelled the advance party to turn back to the base camp after failing to reach 
Camp 3. After describing this attempt, Herr Pfeffer continues as below. 
Camp 4, june 10. 
On June 1 we were all together in 
the base camp, and in the evening 
played our mouth-organs and sang 
our songs at the large camp fire. 
The next day, after a breakfast of a 
snow hen, luncheon of spinach and 
eggs and fried potatoes, and a 4 
o'clock dinner of roast chicken and 
pancakes, the advance guard set out 
refreshed for a new attack on Nanga 
Par!Jat. 
The morning of June 3 was cold 
and bright when we left Camp 1 and 
in less than two hours reached Camp 
2, the track of our descent being 
most useful. During our absence 
"the gentleman opposite" [An ice-
avalanche] had paid a visit to the 
camp, broken the pole of the provi-
sion tent, and strewn lumps of ice 
ali over the place. In paralysing 
heat we enlarged the tent for four 
men, registered and stored the loads, 
and examined the way to Camp 3. 
June 4 was another glorious day, 
with the temperature 12.2deg. Fah-
renheit. At the plateau on the peak 
the storm was howling and driving 
huge snow vanes over the ridge. 
"It wouldn't be much fun to-day in 
Camp 8," we said, and started at 7 
o'clock when the sun was warm on 
the camp to prepare the way to 
Camp 3 without packs. We reached 
the terrace of Camp 3 at 12 o'clock. 
We soon got back and reported to 
Camp 2. · 
Storm On The Summit 
The storm, even more imposing 
than in the morning, was thunder-
ing on the summit, driving fantastic 
cascades of snow down the flanks 
and threateningly rattling against 
our tents. On June 5 the four of the 
advance guard shifted with nine 
Sherpa porters to Camp 3. We were 
glad to leave the inhospitable Camp 
2, particularly as during the night 
a piece of the terrace on which it 
was built had broken off. A letter 
to the group that followed caused 
them to change the s ite. · 
At a height of over 19,000ft. Camp 
3 was pitched on a spacious snow 
terrace in the midst of the icy 
grandeur of Nanga Parbat, com-
manding a sublime view of the 
thousand ridges and valleys in the 
north, where India, Afghanistan, 
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Russia, and Tibet meet. 
When we extricated ourselves on 
June 6 from our sleeping bags, in 
which we had slept for 14 hours 
warm but jammed together, the roof 
of our tent was coated with ice, 
14deg. F. inside, 3.2deg. outside. 
The shoes we used as pillows were 
frozen stiff, our goose-liver pie for 
breakfast iced, and even Gottner, 
the Primus expert, could not induce 
our frozen stove to burn. We got 
back into our sleeping bags and 
waited for the sun to warm the 
camp. 
After an hour and a half we were 
trekking towards the great terrace 
of Camp 4 (over 20,000ft.). We had 
a close view of the further route, the 
powder snow slopes to Camp 5, the 
Rakiot Peak, the Moor's Head, and 
the clean-cut Silbersattel which hides 
the summit. Dr. Wien has given 
clear orders for the attack on the 
summit. Six men, with the neces-
sary. porters, will push on to Camp 
5, in Camp 6 two of them will main-
tain the connexion upwards and 
downwards, and, if necessary, assist 
the advance guard. Four men with 
porters are to go to Camp 8 on the 
SilbersatteL Two of them will se-
cure the way to the summit for the 
two others, prepare the camps, ob-
serve their progress, holding them-
selves ready to help, and cover the 
retreat. 
Ambition Surrendered 
From Camp 5 upwards we intend 
to build ice-caves for the protection 
of the men in every camp. They 
are much warmer than tents, and 
safe even in the fiercest storm. 
These ice-caves we intend to equip 
with provisions, Primus stoves, 
sponge-rubber mattresses, and sleep-
ing bags to enable the men to hold 
out and safeguard the retreat even 
in the worst break of the weather. 
Such a change of weather has now 
overtaken us for the second time, 
for since we occupied Camp 4 on 
June 7 it has been snowing with few 
interruptions. 
The choice of men to make the 
last attack on the summit depends 
on our physical condition at that 
moment and on our leader's order, 
and in itself is of no importance. 
Our method, absolutely necessary 
for a mountain 26,629ft. high, pre-
supposes an unquestioned spiri t in 
the whole team and the surrender of 
personal ambition to the aim of the 
expedition. Every member, wher-
ever he is placed, whether in the 
rearguard, in the observation camp, 
or on the route to the summit, de-
votes all his energies to this goal. 
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World Awareness Through Education 
Urged at W.F.E.A. Assembly 
Promotion of international under· 
standing through education was the 
theme of the second general session 
last evening in the auditorium of 
Tokyo Imperial University of the 
World Education Conference, mark· 
ing the completion of half of its dis-
cussions. 
Count Aisuke Kabayama, chair-
man of the board of directors of the 
Society for International Cultural 
Relations, declared in the opening 
speech that the educators of the 
world "must endeavor to cultivate 
a sense of interdependence and unity 
among nations and peoples ... to 
establish ,a common mental attitude 
of mutual help.'' 
He urged the West "to trade with 
the East in the cultural field" and 
offered the culture of Japan as "a 
source and center of Eastern cul-
ture," pointing out that Japan has 
through the ages been a laboratory 
of cultural assimilation and as such 
has proved that "East and West can 
meet and that their fusion can result 
in a higher type of national life and 
culture.'' 
Count Kabayama's speech follows 
in part: 
"It is my desire to discuss tonight 
an aspect of international relations 
which, I think, needs more and more 
the serious attention of those who 
are engaged in education and public 
leadership. I am speaking of inter-
national cultural co-operation. I 
speak of it not merely because I re-
present here tonight an organization 
which has been established for such 
a purpose, but because it is my firm 
conviction that in mutual exchange 
among the nations of their respec-
tive cultures and ideas lies a sure 
road to sympathetic understanding 
and a strong basis of mutual respect 
and goodwill. 
"In the clamor of national ambi-
tion and commercial rivalry, we are 
inclined to think in terms of differ-
ences and thus widen the gap be· 
tween nations. We who are interest-
ed in advancing the cause of good-
If the summit should be reached, 
this would mean such a degree of 
happiness and so glorious a reward 
for the long and laborious work on 
the mountain for every member that 
those who had not stood on the sum-
mit themselves would feel no disap-
pointment. 
-The Times Weekly Edition, July. 15, .J.937. 
will cannot permit such a condition 
to continue. Through education we 
must endeavor to cultivate a sense 
of interdependence and unity among 
nations and peoples and seek to 
create in those higher realms of 
thought and spirit, of arts and 
sciences, an area of mutual under-
standing. We must strive to estab-
lish a common mental attitude of 
mutual help without which we shall 
never be able to enjoy perpetual 
happiness or prosperity. We may 
be far from this desired goal, but 
the signs of the age point out that 
we are not mistaken in our ideal. 
In the history of civilization, two 
streams of humanity-both of a re-
mote common origin-have domi· 
nated the growth and progress of 
human life, each evolving, as a re-
sult of varying physical environ· 
ments and other factors, a rather 
distinct type of civilization. They 
are known to us as the Oriental and 
Occidental civilizations. 
"The spiritual basis of Western civ-
ilization was Christianity; of the East-
ern, Buddhism. The West's method 
of pursuing knowledge has large-
ly been deduction; the East's induc-
tion. Intellect has been the weapon 
of Western research; intuition, that 
of the East. Experiment has been the 
favorite method of Western science, 
hence new discoveries and constant 
changes of theories; experience has 
been more than valued in the East, 
hence empiricism and respect for 
age. The religious quest in the West 
is realization of self through salva· 
tion; in the East, nullification of self 
for the ultimate. The West learned 
to dwell on the Par ticular; the East 
to seek the Ultimate and Universal. 
The West sought the Means; the 
East the Ends, of life. 
"Because the two civilizations 
were created in opposite quarters of 
the globe, each developing features 
distinctly its own, m:my people have 
been led to think of them as oppo· 
sites in conflict, as two independent 
entities impossible of conciliation. 
We forget that the so-called differ-
ences are not absolute but relative, 
that they are often complementary, 
and that they exist to contribute 
to the enrichment of human rela-
tionship. We imagine the world to 
be an aggregation of geographical 
fragments and forget that in reality 
it is a united living organism, each 
part dependent on all the others, the 
whole breathing a single complex 
life .... "We may well ask our-
selves if the diffusion of the products 
of the earth a nd of the mind if the 
sharing of the good things of life by 
the whole world-should not be the 
foremost aim of the new civilization 
for which you and I are striving. 
"Civiiization is not a material 
thing, bound like an ancient serf to 
a given spot on the earth. It is an 
intangible complex of technical ac-
complishments and cultural crea· 
tions. If these can be transferred to 
a new home and there thrive, civili· 
zation is in a large measure pre· 
served and lives on. They do not 
belong exclusively to the soil that 
gave them birth. They belong to 
whomsoever can appreciate an duse 
them. 
"Perhaps the most clear-cut ex-
ample of a nation which has bene· 
fitted by the infusion of exotic ele-
ments into its native culture and 
thereby rose to national greatness 
is Japan. And if you will permit, I 
should like to discuss my country to 
illustrate the object of my address." 
Importations Cited 
After citing the importation of the 
cultures of China and India in the 
Nara period and that of Western cul· 
ture in the Meiji period, Count Kaba· 
yama continued: 
"During the process of cultural 
importation we began to discover 
that certain of these alien elements 
would not blend into our native 
system. And though for a while the 
influence of Chinese culture domi-
nated our native intellect, not many 
decades passed before we began to 
question our new cultural acquisi-
tions and also question ourselves. 
In answer to those questioning there 
arose native schools of art and, 
above all, the invention of the 
phonetic syllabary, the i-ro-ha, which 
led to the rise and flourish of native 
literature. Thus gradual)y Japan 
freed herself from the hold of con~ 
tinental culture by assimilating its 
elements into her own system, even 
improving and recreating them to 
suit her native spirit and tradition. 
" Our own generation is confront-
ed with the same question. Today 
we are repeating the experiences of 
the West on Japan some three score 
of years ago, we have been absorbed 
in the adoption of another exotic 
culture, this time Christian and not 
Buddhistic, scientific and not meta-
physical, material and not spiritual. 
Since recent years, however, our 
native spirit has again begun to as-
sert itself, as it did a millennium 
ago, against the indiscriminate ap· 
propriation of foreign culture. It is 
not that we have begun to realize 
that we cannot use what we cannot 
assimilate but that there are many 
things in our own cultural traditions 
which we cannot afford to sacrifice 
on the altar of Westernism. 
"At the approach of the West, we 
realized that our national life and 
culture-dominantly Eastern in its 
make-up-was but half true and that 
the true whole could not be attained 
unless we added the finer qualities 
of Western civilization to our tradi-
tional system to life and thought. 
And so we learned with a passionate 
zeal, perhaps even overlearned in 
some ways. There was a time when 
we practically worshipped the West 
and forgot that we had a tradition 
and a culture of our own. Today, 
we are trying to liberale ourselves 
from that attitude. 
"Some Occidentals are inclined to 
misunderstand our present reaction, 
our national self-assertiveness, not-
icing only the extreme and super-
ficial aspects of our current national 
trends. In truth we are trying to 
refined ourselves, to remake our-
selves, to remold our institutions and 
reshape our destiny. We are con-
tinuing to experiment with Western 
arts and sciences to see how far we 
can adapt them to our special re-
quirements, how far we can make 
them our own, while preserving all 
that is fine in our cultural traditions. 
"I would like to add this, if I may, 
and that is that the Westernization 
which you notice in every phase of 
our modern life is chiefly on the sur-
face. Our new material possessions 
-Western-style clothes, steel sky-
scrapers, stream-lined locomotives 
and so forth-can be made with 
some technical training and can with 
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nation's thoughts and ideas, man- needs and human aspirations-that 
ners and customs by another. Such hold the East and the West together. 
a procedure violates the law of inter- It is now time when we should con-
dependence between civilization and sciously direct this tendency into 
physical environment. There are constructive channels, toward the 
certain cul tural elements of one fulfilment of the aims of cultural 
country which cannot be acclimatiz- interchange through international 
ed in another. International cultural cooperation. I feel that there is no 
diffusion, therefore, most proceed in nearer way than by the school 
harmony with this law of nature .... ' house .... 
Reciprocation Proposed New Text-books Needed 
"Knowing well how much we "There is first the need of re-writ-
have profited by incorporating West- ing history books, of evaluating the 
ern ideas and institutions into our contributions of each race in terms 
cultural system, and knowing that of space, in contemporary geogra-
for these benefits we have much to phical connection .... Among the 
reciprocate, we in the East are anx- many things that may be done to 
ious to contribute to the enrichment bring the East and the West closer 
of Western life and to the advance- together is to seek and to correlate 
ment oE world civilization. We know through joint endeavor that lmge 
that if the West can be a part of us body of Eastern and Western ideas 
the East certainly can be a part of -in religion, in industry, in science 
the West. In urging the West to and in social and political life-that 
trade with the East in the cultural we might find therein an enriching 
field, we Japanese take the liberty to body of common knowledge upon 
offer the whole of our culture, both which all of us may depend and in 
ancient and modern, as a source and which we may find a basis of mutual 
center of Eastern culture. understanding, interdependence and 
"Through the ages Japan has been unity. When the East and the West 
a laboratory of cultural assimilation begin to cooperate toward this end 
and as such-as a common center of we shall have begun at last our 
exotic currents of civilization-she world civilization. 
has proved that East and West can "I am certain, as one of our emi-
meet and that their fusion can result nent scholars has said, that as we 
in a higher type of national life and grow in our knowledge of other 
culture. Can we not extend this cui- peoples we shall realize more and 
tural process into the larger sphere more that all the higher interests of 
of international life? I am sure we a nation are in harmony with the 
can, for there is enough of a feeling welfare of the whole human r ace 
of interdependence, enough of a and that those interests are best 
community of interests and enough served by co-operation and mutual 
of a similarity in the great funda-l help among the nations of the 
mentals-of human growth, human earth." 
* 
LIFE IN AN IRON LUNG 
* great ease be torn down, but our While flying from Shanghai to Peip-
spiritual, moral and philosophical ing early last year, Frederick B. 
traditions, nurtured and developed Snite, Jr., son of a wealthy Chicago-
since the dawn of our race-these an, developed infantile paralysis. In 
are our permanent and sacred tracli- a few hours he was paralyzed from 
tions upon which we can continue the neck down. He could not move 
to depend for our future growth as a muscle to breathe and would have 
we had in the past. The most price- suffocated in a few minutes if Peip-
less among these traditions is our ing's Union Medical College Hospital 
national or racial spirit, a spirit , had not had one of the few artificial 
which adopts and assimilates the respirators in the Orient. 
head projects face up, like a mystic's 
dream of bodiless intelligence. With· 
in, on a mattress, lies his wasted 
body. 
Fifteen times every minute a sue· 
tion pump creates a slight vacuum 
within the respirator. This lifts 
Snite's chest and pulls one pint of 
air into his lungs. When the pump 
releases the vacuum, his chest falls 
and he exhales. Every time the 
machine inhales for him, the rubber 
ruff hugs his neck, and he had to 
learn to ignore the sensation of be· 
ing throttled 21,600 times a day. 
Another annoyance was the inces· 
sant throbbing of the pump. He 
also learned to control his tongue 
and prevent its being sucked into 
his throat like a cork at every in· 
halation. 
new without losing the old. Fred Snite was laid in this rna-
" I think that the Japanese poeple chine. Then he was obliged to learn 
have best exemplified this spirit in an utterly new mode of life, which 
the whole history of human progress he learned so well that in June, still 
and civilization. From Japan's ex- in his respirator, he successfully 
perience we may well learn a lesson completed a 9000-mile voyage by 
which can be applied in our quest truck, train and ship from Peiping 
for human unity through cultural toChicago. 
interchange. It is that unity of itself The artificial respira tor is a casket-
does not justify the wholesale in- like steel box with a rubber ruff at 
discriminate appropriation of one one end through which Fred Snite's His supine posture compels him to 
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Insect Civilization 
By Lafcadio Hearn 
ant is the most marvelous particle of mat- ~ jiro. "Yes, that is an older name for 
ter in the universe; showing that the most it. Or rather 'judo' is the improved form 
extraordinary mental act1v1ty may be adapted from many d1fferent scho~ls of 
manifested in an almost imperceptible 'jiuji tsu ' and worked out by Prof. J1goro 
mass of nervous substance. A writer on 
The progress of sci- science in L'll!ustration cites good authori-
entific investigation 
ty for the statement that the intelligence has made it a very 
of an ant may be compared with that of difficult matter of late 
an elephant in the advantage of the ant! years to establish a 
difference between in- Next to the ants comes the bees, accord-
stinct and reason; and ing to Vitus Graber's classification of in-
the idea that animals sect intelligence; but beetles appear to be 
act rather through a the most stupid of all insects,- their brains 
sort of mechanical being only one three thousandth part of 
in t e IIi g en c e than the volume of their bodies. T he brains of 
through a species of insects are not placed in their heads, but 
reasoning, developed, in the thorax- which accounts for the fact 
like our own, upon that an insect is not easily killed by decapi-
the result of manifold experience, is being tation. Recent cruel, but interesting ex-
gradually abandoned by all thinking men. periments with insects have shown that 
Especially curious are the discoveries their little brains have lobes and divisions 
which have been made regarding the brain corresponding with those of human beings 
power of insects. There are doubtless or animals, and that according to which of 
many of our readers who believe that in- these lobes is injured certain special facul-
sects have no brain, and who attribute the ties of intelligences are destroyed. There 
organization of those wonderful monarch- can be no doubt that ants have a peculiar 
ies of the wasps and bees, or the still more language of their own, capable of express-
wonderful republic of the ants, to blind ing a vast number of ideas with great 
instinct-a qualifying terms very easy to rapidity. 
use, but very difficult to define. The fact The results of these discoveries ought to 
is, however, that insects have brains, and · inspire a greater interest and kindness 
brains of immense power when their vol- 1 among human beings to the lower forms 
ume is compared with that of the hiaher . of life. Science, having once discovered 
animals. When it was once fully establi~hed the fact of insect intelligence, may also be 
that the development of intelligence cor- able to find a future application of that 
responded with that of the nervous system, intelligence to the benefit of man. A 
entomologists applied this rule successful- curious fancy also suggests itself here. 
ly in their studies of insect life; and as the The ant has survived all the cataclysms 
weight of the brain compared with that of which rendered extinct the greatest races 
the body affords a correct indication of of mammalia. Is it altogether impossible 
comparative intelligence among human that after human intelligence has disap-
beings and animals, so does it also enable peared from the world, insect intelligence 
us to classify the intelligence of insects. might succeed it-with a practical know-
In the ant the brain is very large, and the ledge of all the arts we now boast of as our 
ant is the most intelligent of all insects. exclusive property? 
Indeed Darwin says that the brain of an [ (The Item: October 4, 1881) 
* 
JAPANESE SPORTS * (CONVERSATION) 
by G. Caiger 
Mr. Day. "Good morning, Jiro. Much 
warmer to-day, isn't it! " 
]iro; "Good morning. Yes, it is getting 
warmer now. Good morning, Henry." 
Henry. "Good morning. Let me see, 
there was something I meant to ask you 
the next tir(le I saw you. What was it 
now ?" 
Mr. Day. "Something about sports ?" 
Henry. "Yes, that was it. First of all, 
can you tell me why the Japanese are such 
good swimmers?" 
]ira. "That's a much discussed ques-
tion. Some people say that they owe a 
great deal to the Japanese habit of squatt-
ing, which tends to strengthen certain 
muscles of the legs. Others say the Japa-
nese build, or stature, offers less resistance 
to the water. Then I think you should re-
member that swimming has a very long 
history in Japan." 
Mr. Day. "Racing? " 
]iro. "No, not so much swimming for 
speed, but gr eat attention has been paid to 
details of various styles for swimming in 
the sea or in rivers. Good discipline 
among the swimmers has played its part." 
Henry. "I suppose they practise a great 
deal." 
]iro. " Yes, I think they practise much 
more than in the West. You have seen 
the swimming pool in the Outer Gardens 
of the Meiji Shrine, haven't you?" • 
Henry. "Yes, I've seen that .. I'd like 
to see something of other Japanese sports 
besides archery." 
]iro. " The national sport of modern 
Japan is baseball, but the truly national 
sport is Sumo, or Japanese wrestling. Then 
there are ' kendo,' fencing, and ' judo.'" 
Henry. "That's what we know in Eng· 
land as 'jiujitsu' isn' t it?" 
Kano." 
Mr. Day. "Could we see it some time?" 
]iro. " Certainly. The headquarters of 
Judo in Japan is the Kodokwan in Tokyo. 
You can easily get a visitor's ticket. There 
are many Kendo halls and they practise 
these sports at most schools." 
Mr. Day. "As a form of physical exer. 
cise, I suppose?" 
]iro. "Partly that, but we think that 
the mental or spiritual training is more 
important than the physical. You see, in 
the past all these forms of exercise were 
branches of the samurai's training and so 
they teach us Bushido." 
Mr. Day. "That is usually translated 
'The way of the knights,' isn't it?" 
]iro. "Yes.'' 
Henry. "Could you tell us how it ap-
plies to-day? " 
] iro. "That's a big question to answer 
shortly. It teaches 'fair play' and respon-
sibility for our actions." 
Henry. "Like sportsmansh ip.'' 
] iro. "To a certain extent the two re· 
semble each other, but Bushido goes much 
deeper than sportsmanship. It teaches 
self-sacrifice. It was a way of life and a 
knight was always prepared to die if his 
honour was at stake, or if he failed in 
some way." 
Mr. Day. "Go on, Jiro." 
]iro. "In all sports your mind must be 
calm, you must not think of anything else. 
Then our sports are not competitive like 
Western sports, but they are practised for 
training of the character. Emphasis is 
laid on the manner of performing the 
movements and actions." 
Henry. "I see, as in cricket and row· 
ing, you mean that if the style is correct, 
good results are bound to follow?" 
]iro. " Yes, that is what I was trying to 
say, but you put it so much better." 
(F'rom "Talks in Japan.") 
D elixht/'uf and Sixnificant! 
Tl1e South Sea 
Adventure 
by Willa1·d Price 
With 50 Il!tutratio1lJ, pp. 313 ¥3.50 
Tlte Orieittal Affairs :-This is 
by far the most inte resting- and fascinating 
-volume that has yet been published on the 
Japanese Mandated Islands. 
A Japanese 
Omelette 
A British lVriter•s I1Rpres-
sions of tlte Japanese Ent• 
pire by Major R. V. C. Bodley 
Illustrated 'With 60 photos. ¥ 2.00 
Tlte Observer. London :- H is com-
mendation of Japan's treatment of the Man~ 
dated Islands deserves atte ntion. 
The Mancltester Guardian: 
- His best pages are on his experiences in 
Tokyo and as a visitor to the Mandated Islands. 
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and more utilitarian," a preparation for jobs 
which all too often are not available, and 
of the consequent emergence of a intellec-
tual proletariat and "dangerous thoughts." 
Finally, there is a resume of the various 
recent attempts at educational reform, con· 
"An Excellent Reference Book: also 
History of Thought and Tradition 
of the Japanese People" 
eluding with a none too optimistic estimate 
of their chances of being put into practice. 
a The next eighty pages are an compilation 
The Japan Times. August~. 1997. 
Japan's modern educational system is 
less than 70 years old, but in these short 
years it has been so rapidly and well de· 
veloped that it now compares well with the 
best in western countries. Japan adopted 
many of the examples of Western countries 
in formulating her new educational system, 
but yet the progress so markedly made is 
due to the influence of the ancient tradition 
and culture that form the l;lackground of 
the nation. In. the present volume, the 
authors describe .not only the history and 
details of the educational system of Japan, 
but particularly take pain in explaining the 
background of the culture and thought of 
the people which have enabled the nation to 
make such a rapid stride in the educational 
field. 
There have been published various books 
on the educational system of. Japan but 
most of them merely explained the Govern· 
ment rules and sc.hool regulations. The 
present volume is the first work which has 
carefully described the historical back· 
grounds and explained how . the educational 
system has progressed and underwent 
changes. To all students interested in 
education and particularly that in . Japan, 
this volume is highly recommended not only 
as a book of excellent and authentic re-
ference but also as a book explaining the 
current of thought and tradition running 
through the 62 centuries of the nation's 
history that have been fostered in recent 
years by foreign influences to mature to the 
present stage. ' 
Presents" 'Japan' which occidentals are 
constantly seeking and besought 
to understand " 
"An Invaluable Work of Reference" 
The Japan Advertiser, Aug. 10, 1937. 
The work of Messrs. Keenleyside and 
Thomas is of a more orthodox character. 
There is an introduction of fifteen pages 
dealing with Japan's "native genius to 
adopt, &dapt and assimilate," as applied to 
Chinese and subsequently Western influ-
ences on her education. It is also pointed 
that the Manchurian Incident turned the 
attention of many students to the practical 
value of more intense Chinese .studies and 
that theref,ore to some slight degree Chinese 
influence is reasserting itself in Japanese 
education, while that of the West, as since 
several years, is declining. There is then 
a short · account of the manner in which 
"education at present is becoming more 
of historical materials on education here 
from the earliest times till the present. 
The rest of the book is a survey of the 
educational facilities, formal and informal, 
available at the present time. This cata-
logue is extremely ample, the statistics etc 
within it having been checked by Professor 
K. Goda of the Bureau of Social Education 
in the Monbusho. 
In the task of explaining purposes and 
problems, the book shows a surprising 
frankness, when one takes into account the 
restraints inspired by its official sponsor-
ship and the positions of the authors. 
Apologetics are rarely more numerous than 
just exposition demands, and there is good 
deal of reasoned criticism of the system 
from a rigidly practical point of view. The 
great merit of the book is, of course, that 
it does present all the relevant facts, which 
makes it an invaluable work of reference. 
This literary tour through Japan's schools 
conducted by compe tent guides who know 
their ground but speak the foreigner's lan-
guage should prove invaluable to all oc-
cidentals who would seek the origins 
of that compound of enterprise and con-
formity, that homogeneity which is not 
irksome, that social discipline which re· 
mains kindly-in fact, that. "Japan" which 
we are constantly seeking and besought to 
understand. 
TALKS IN JAPAN 
A Guide to English for Japan Students 
The Japan Advertiser, Aug. 15, 1997. 
Spoken English, the way the foreigner is 
likely to talk when he comes to. Japan, is 
the central theme of thi's book for Japanese 
~tudents of English. Mr. Caiger is attempt-
ing to escape from the fixed and rigid gram-
matical and word structure of written Eng· 
!ish. 
The vqlume, covering as it does a series 
of imagi,nary but typical conversations which 
a foreign family might have when being 
shown the sights of J apan by their Japanese 
friends, emphasizes the colloquialisms of 
English speech. Confusing terms are ex· 
plained "in short paragraphs at the end of 
each chapter. 
Conversations are, in fact, the whole of 
the volume. They take place at almost all 
of the sites which the typical tourist visits, 
Kamakura, Nikko, Miyanoshita, Matsu-
shima, lzu, lse, Nara, Kyoto, Osaka and 
Horyuji. The English friends visit the 
Kabukiza, the Obi Market, a bank and de· 
partment stores. 
Foreign Words in Japan 
A chapter of special interest is. that con-
cerning the introduction of foreign words 
into the Japanese language from the Portu· 
guese, Spanish and English by the trans· 
formation of Spanish, Portuguese and Eng· 
!ish words into those of Japanese type. 
Proletariat has become puro in Japanese, 
intelligentsia .has become interi, modern 
girl has become moga, agitator has become, 
ajiru, and is no longer a noun but a verb. 
Most changed of all perhaps, is the English 
word nonsense, which has become imi-nai 
or literally 'meaning none ' ! 
Bus girls often say O.K. desu, for it's all 
right, and stop negaimasu for please stop, 
the author writes. But, he adds, this. use of 
foreign words is not all gain to the Japanese 
student of English because many of the 
words, when transformed into Japanese, are 
used in a different sense. 
Certain English manners, such as table 
etiquette in the matter of the arrangement 
of knives, forks and spoons and British 
customs, such as the traditional contest of 
the Scort~n Arrow, are brought out in the 
conversations. 
Added to the body of the book is a chapter 
on proverbs. Some 51 of the most usual, 
such as It's no use crying over spilt milk, 
make hay while the sun shines, a drowning 
man will catch at a straw and a stitch in 
time saves nine, are explained, and, where 
possible, compared with Japanese proverbs 
having similar meanings. 
Examples of the explanation of proverbs 
follow; 
"Don't count your chickens before they 
are hatched.-When you talk of next year 
the devil laughs. Don't count your badgers 
before you have caught them. 
"You may lead a horse to water but you 
cannot make him drink.-You may collect 
students in a classroom but you cannot 
make them learn English. 
"It's no use crying over spilt milk.-
Regrets are useless. Spilt water will not 
return to the tray. 
"One thing at a time and that done well. 
-A man who runs after two rabbits will not 
catch either. 
"Between the devil and the deep sea.-
Faced .with an unpleasant choice of two 
evils-in a dilemma. A tiger in front and 
a wolf behind." 
Use of Colloquialism 
There is one definite advantage to this 
book. It does introduce English colloquia-
lisms as they are used in conversation. It 
does copy the conversational form accurate· 
ly. It does have explanations of. those col-
loquialisms in a shoi·t, simple and under-
standable form. 
The conversations introduced are some· 
what artificial, not because of their use of 
words, nor the subject matter, but because 
they are filled with trivialities, but perhaps 
this cannot be escaped. 
The foreigner, looking over. the volume, 
will be surprised at the vast amount of col-
loquialism which he uses daily-without 
being aware of the fact. It is worth study 
by the fluent in English so that they may 
know what expressions should be re·explain-
ed or avoided when talking to the average 
non-fluent English-speaking Japanese. 
On the whole, the volume is excellent, 
because it escapes from the bookish English 
so commonly taught.-By Ray Cromley. 
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Ner.v Books: 
MORE LETTERS 
FR< コM
v1BERL 
T O 
LAFCADIO H EARN 
4・‘ . 
A? -JD 
LETTERS FROM Y. TS 
M. TOY AMA AND 
UBOUCHl 
OTHERS 
ComPiled by 
KAZUO KOIZUMI 
三 ωmpileγof川 teγ5hmB.H.CMmbulamE 
ωLafcadio Hearn" 至
言 。ilト帥ped，handsomely bounr:! In clωh9}x6z" 言
言 w帆it仇hIl日lu凶叫附st附廿附γ
Letters from 
B. H. Chamberlain 
to Lafcadio Hearn 
Comp必dbv KAZUO KOIZUMI 
Gi/t-topted， l!andsl 
utratlo削 量-riee 一一-~
The lonely soul of Lafcadio Hearn apparently 
found in Professor Chamberlain one of the few 
in ]apan with whom he could talk on equal 
terms， one to whom he could freely speak his 
mind. Theirs were dほerentcharacters.-Hearn 
who was more emotional， making a striking con. 
trast to Chamberlain， who called himself ιcold. 
blooded northerner" and was in the “habit of 
言 、可司哩良市.>0to say， looking at things， not j吋 gingthem; .~設YV E 
言 andtoleratmg everything except intoieronα" Stil the intellectual associations ~ 
; between the two were very intimate and of high order， and there was， the三
言 lettersshow， a perfect understanding between them. Professor Chamberlain's ~ 
芸lettersto Hearn， which are collected in this volume by his son Kazuo Koizumi， ;
~ ar巴amemorial to the intimate ass口ciationsand give most interesting sidelights三
三 uponHearn as well as Chamberlain. The topICS dealt with cover almost any噌喜
三thingfrom“shal1s and wiJs" to出ewoman question， and in the letters the三
三eruditereveals hims巴lfhumourous， versatile， critical and appreciative toward三
塁 hisfriend and other contemporaries. Along with “The ]apanese Letters of言
言 LafcadioHearn" edited by Mrs. Elizabeth Bisland and published by Houghton，三
喜 M潤 in& Co.， these letters of Chamberlain should occupy an important plac巴言
言 intte Hearniana and in the Chamberlain literature. 三
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非常時応に際して時局に関する英誌等習
の意味から巻頭ー頁僚ら時帰欄として置い
たc我ー海軍中尉l't愛機に致命傷た蒙つれと
知ろや ρ 〆ケ千た取り出して僚機i奈友に}jIJ
れた告げ乍ら敵陣めがげて突入して行つれ
と云ふ事である。終に梅ケ枝た差しれ11武士
の1:しすよみら忘れない Lのである。此禄の美
談佳話、さては勇猛鬼利iた泣かす武勇談1:1:枚
翠l二いとま 1H、程わるのであるが λ ベー λ
の関係上秘〈少数丈た載録して置いれ。
x x x 
泡般八月二日から同七日まで開かれ1:世
界致育合議1:1:日本lこ於て守て闘かれ7こ中で
最大の図際合裁であつれが極めて成功恕に
終りた告げれ。皐間的な成果と云ふ£リ L日
本人た知リ、日本文化1"，了解さぜ1:黙l二於て
非常な牧穫であったと思ふ。古川可に多くの外
岡代表が「日本に関する考へ方が置きづ(;ll~
1: J i日本lultに多〈の皐ぶべき Lのた持っ
て居る」と云って師闘して行つ1:事か一一第
二回総合のi侍の日本代表樺山愛締伯の演説
1:1:我々日本人が日本文化に閥して云ぴ皮い
と.[l...i、事た充分に云つてのげ1:立汲な主主訟
であつれ。「東1:(束、西1:(西 jの謬見た訂L文
化の融合の可能性と利益た喝破して、我日本
の文化史た見£と云ひ、「西洋の文化1:(東洋
の一部分となって居る。笠l二東洋の文化が西
洋の文化の一部分たり得ざる奴なし、西欧諸
凶1:(文化の知で宜しく東洋諸国と交易すへ
~ . T:と論じて)fi:'るc論旨整然、出席外人JjjIこ
l:t岱夜f5iiー の彼設1ごと云つれ人がある。
x x x 
ヒマラヤのナふ/力。.ノマーパタ下登撃た企て
たドイ Y探険E窓口夜学主連つれ雲hfiJの1:め;lt
蕗に '~r合ぜなかっ1:雨、三名た残して全滅し
て了づ1:。此「死の雲tv，jJの前|二番かれ1:記録
1"，お日 lこかげる。
支邪で小児:Jl平舛f病とかiこか為ぜって、銅銭製
の人工呼吸器の中に入れられてアメ P力lこ
前jつれ人の事l:t日本の新聞に L載ったが彼
氏l:t安全i二γカゴへ到着 L1:さう7ご。利率へ
の;敬意と哀れなJ&残者lこ同情た表しれし、。
x x x 
去月出版部強行のニ鮎l:t非常な好評た以
てjilへられて居る。其中「日本教育氏」の方の
~!t許たお目 iこかげる事とし 1:。
「本書二そ l:tim欧人が了解すべ〈絶えず求め
つ Lあり、叉求めて屑1:日本のき長た笠いれも
のに… .t主右の参考書としても無限の債値
がわる」と云ひ、叉「日本の敬育制皮の典的背
景た注意深〈叙主&し且つそれが如何に進歩
し霊登化しれかた設切jしれ最初の書物とい優
れれる信窓すべき参考書れるのみならず、日
本!剖氏二千f来年の歴虎の中た流z， )0.思想と
{事統の流れた設。rJするものとして極めて推
稲i二位す」と云って居る。 iTalksin ]apanJ 
の好評 L云はすもLがな、其批評 Lー っ載ぜて
置いた。
Book by an lndustri・alMagnate
The Spi..itむf
Jâpâne~e Indust.." 
工業日本精紳
by Ginjiro Fujihara 
'Iranslated into EnglishりY.Fukukita 
Illustrated with four beaut~戸1Japanese c%ur 
prints and eなんtphotographs 
Priee￥3.50 
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Tu…once a…却lanation…児m叩…no…m叩me
pans剖』旧on0ぱfjapanese industry， The author's bold and frank statements 
are not concerned with too detailed figures， but what a ]apanese mag. 
nate of industry has to say on the industries of his count<y and abroad deserves 
attenlion of everybody interested in the economic situation of ]apan today， 
Mr. Fujihara tries to show that japan's industrial advance has been well. 
founded， and enumerates， among the reasons， those national traits which he 
believes have contributed to its phenom:nal progress， The book is. distinct 
from other English books of the kind and should prove of particular intere;t 
to foreign readers in that the author of th'e notable japanese book has addressed 
himself exclusively to his countrymen， 
'1'ite Japαnese edition， which has gone through thirty impressions， 
was among the best-sellers of 1935. 
Postage 22 sen 
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Japanese Tales of 
All Ages 
The Beginning of Things 
The Land of Death 
The Rabbit of lnaba 
8 
by 
0~-'IORI HARRI S 
Author of ' ' LowJ through the Slime " 
360 pag;o Price Y2.80 in Japan 
Pos-tage 14 sen 
CONTENTS 
The Story of Uyesugi Kenshin 
Takeda Shingen and Kawanaka jima 
Fukuden-maru 
The Dawn of j apan's His~ory Little Monkey-Face 
The Robe of :Feathers Hideyoshi Among the Priest~ 
Shotoku Taishi The Taiko Hideyoshi 
The Nightingale Prince5>: Okubo Hikozayemon 
lshido-maru Hikozayemon and the Plum Tree 
Ushiwaka-man.i lsshin Tasuke 
How Two Waniors Swam che Ujigawa Shiobara Tasuke 
How They Came Down the Hiyodorigoe Hidari Jingoro 
How Nasu-no Yoichi Shot the Fan Chushingura: The Revenge of the Forty .. 
Kanjincho Seven 
lssun-boshi The Rolling Potatoes 
The Defence of Chihaya Cas!Sco Ninomiya Sontoku and Hanawa Hokiichi 
Masashige Dies at Minatogawa Byaklco-tai: The Young Heroes of Aizu 
Ikkyu the Priest Fukuzawa Yukichi 
lkkyu, the Wizard and th~ lnnkeepex- Two Modern Heroes: Nogi and Togo 
Mr. Omori Harris, of whose widely-read novel " Lotus through the Slime" 
the London Times said,-" No book of travel or sociological study could give us 
a more vivid and truthful picture of modern Japan "--has written a fascinating 
story of the Japanese nation in the form of well-known tales from native sources 
of its heroes and outstanding events! from the cloudland era of the gods down to 1 
the present day, limned with light touches and in prismatic colours. His object, I 
as the author says in his preface, was two-fold-to present an outline of affa irs I 
throughout the nation's history, and in the tales themselves to show the Western I 
world something of the mental inheritance that has gone to the shaping of 
modern Japan. II 
Not only are these stories entertaining and absorbing to read, but they serve ·I 
at the same time as a good index and most conve'nient approach to the mental 
make-up of the nation, whose people have been familiar with them almost from i 
their cradles. The Japanese sense of humour is often said to be elusive for I 
Westerners, but readers of this volume will learn really to laugh with the Japa- I 
nese. Each nation has its owri sense of justice and code of honour, even its own I 
technique of teasing and deceiving; on all these things the stories cast a clear 
and penetrating light, showing up in turn the various facets of the racial 
11
1 
character. But, after all, perhaps the most important thing for the casual book-
buyer is that they are so well written that they read like a novel, with never a 
duU. sentence from cover to cover; interesting to children as well as to grown-
ups, these "Tales of All Ages" are especially indispensable to foreign students ! 
of Japanese education. l 
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cr es, yes, yes . 
9n 5'Qur pocket too 
'0here's ample room for-
THENEftl 
CONVEilSATION 
TECIINIQUE 
~~~~~O)jpl~ 
by Thomas Fawcett 
with translations 
b:; Oki Umetani 
Price ¥1.00 
A ComJenation book 
CONVENIENT in size & arrailgement 
NEW in form and content 
PRACTICAL in aim and method 
BEAU'l IFUL in format and binding 
HELPFUL in notes and suggestions 
INTERESTING in detail and in general 
REASONABLE in price 
Get your copy today. Send copies to 
your friends as well. 
(lfUH~. ~ ¥ 1.50) 
LIVI~t; 
~~ Jt\()4.~ 
by Glenn 
W. Shaw 
Cloth 258 paga 
¥. 2 50 postage 
• 10 Jeri I NG IN]APAN eflcds two sides f the author's 
life twenty 
years in Japan, th ::- roving, participating, 
journalistic side, and the rending, delv-
ing, translating side. Part One takes you 
with him straight into a folk dance, a 
fire ceremony, the streets, temples, gar-
dens of ancient towns, the homes, cars, 
buildings of modern cities, a raging ty-
phoon. Part Two lets you into his study, 
where nine-tenths of the books are Jap-
anese, gives you glimpses of contempor-
ary Japanese literature, verse forms and 
sentiments ancient and modern, virtual-
ly all the important English translations 
ever made from Japanese literature, the 
latest great Japanese novel, authentic 
Japanese atmosphere in a springtime 
sheaf of translations. 
